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CANTUS PRIMUS

Though I am young and cannot tell, Either what
Yet I have heard they both bear darts, And both do

CANTUS SECUNDUS

Though I am young and cannot tell, Either what
Yet I have heard they both bear darts, And both do

BASSUS

Though I am young and cannot tell, Either what
Yet I have heard they both bear darts, And both do

Love or Death is well, And then again I have been told
aim at human hearts. So that I fear, they do but bring

Love or Death is well, And then again I have been told
aim at human hearts. So that I fear, they do but bring

Love or Death is well, And then again I have been told
aim at human hearts. So that I fear, they do but bring

Love wounds with heat, Love wounds with heat, and Death with cold;
Ex...
Though I am young and cannot tell (Setting 2, Version a)

Though I am young and cannot tell
Yet I have heard they both bear darts,

Either what Love or Death is well,
And both do aim at human hearts.

And then again I have been told
Love wounds with heat,

Love wounds with heat, and Death with cold;
ex - tremes to touch and mean one thing.
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Though I am young and cannot tell. Either what

Yet I have heard they both bear darts. And both do

Love or Death is well. And then again I have been

aim at human hearts. So that I fear, they do but

told Love wounds with heat. Love wounds with

bring Ex-tremes to touch. Ex-tremes to

heat, and Death with one thing.
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Though I am young and cannot tell,  
Eith' er what I have heard,  
Yet both bear darts,  
And both do.

Love or Death is well,  
And then a - gain I have been  
aim at hu - man hearts.  
So that I fear, they do but.

told Love wounds with heat,  
Love wounds with extremes to touch,  
bring Ex - tremes to mean one thing.

heat, and Death with cold;  
touch and